Creative-Actualization

Courses
Guidebook
Five Premium Courses
One Masterclass Series
Exercise-Based Learning with
Video, Worksheets, and Resources

The Creative Framework
This guide outlines coursework objectives in the five
phases in the Creative-Actualization Framework.
These five major courses or "frames" are designed by
The Practical Guru and are inspired by the work of
Abraham Maslow, Carl Jung, Richard Bandler, and
the four decades of creativity breakthrough work done
by Gary Izzo.
They lead the individual to a realization of their inner
"creativeness" and direct that power to the full
actualization of the personality.
The Framework unlocks not only an immense
potential for creativity and innovation, but also the
tools to unlock personal meaning, purpose, and true
happiness.
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Fluency

This involves reclaiming your innate creativeness by building congruency with
the unconscious mind, acquiring perceptual flexibility, unlocking spontaneity,
freeing the imagination, mastering creativity skills and finding inspiration.

Realization
Creative-Actualization Framework is the
process by which you reclaim your innate
creativity by removing cognitive blocks.
Learn the process of idea generation and
the skills to free your imagination. Apply
genius techniques to break boundaries
and create new resources for your life
and career.

In this next phase, creative realization leads to finding your life
purpose. Purpose allows you to direct and focus your actions to
achieve your desired outcomes, with strength, conviction, and clarity.

Awareness

Manifestation

Emergence

Creative visualization techniques teach you to clear the emotional
baggage that blocks clarity of imagination and insight, allowing you to
be open and original in your creativity and personal growth.

Learn a powerful set of tools to create specific, measurable, and
achievable goals. Find out how to maintain focus on results,
overcome obstacles, and enhance motivation at will.

A fun and inspiring course, blending creative technique and selfawareness, that will allow you let go of the past, feel free and happy
in the present, and create a fulfilling future.

1. Befriending the Unconscious
Dispels the myths of creativity and the unconscious "muse"
Enhances mental clarity and increases access to intuition
Allows you to take control of your experience
Lets you be self-aware of your mental processes

2. Developing Creative Perception
Creative Fluency
This involves reclaiming your
innate creativeness by building
congruency with the unconscious
mind, acquiring perceptual
flexibility, unlocking spontaneity,
freeing the imagination, mastering
creativity skills and inspiration.

Learn how we create our experience, to create a shift in our reality
Alter internal representations to affect our mental and emotional state
Broaden the amount of information the brain takes in order to
heighten creative choice

3. Unlocking Spontaneity
Understanding how the mind fails and exploiting that deficiency
Master summoning an immediate, raw, unaltered creative impulse
Recognize certain patterns of thinking that limit creativity
Release cognitive and emotional obstacles that inhibit creative flow

4. Freeing the Imagination
End selectivity about thoughts, screening for the “best” or safest idea
Conquer inflexibility in your thinking, negating, or resisting new ideas
Release fear-based control seeking, and develop new listening skills
Understanding that an idea itself has no value; only context gives it value

5. Mastering the Creative Process

Creative Fluency
This involves reclaiming your
innate creativeness by building
congruency with the unconscious
mind, acquiring perceptual
flexibility, unlocking spontaneity,
freeing the imagination, mastering
creativity skills and inspiration.

Study the creative fluency process of idea crafting and innovation
Apply divergent thinking to generate creative ideas
Learn the ten major thinking traps and how to avoid them
Adopt habits of mind that develop exceptional brainstorming skills

6. Finding Inspiration
Know the purpose of inspiration and how people typically encounter it
Identify the specific ways that are best for you to trigger inspiration
Learn the 5-step process for getting inspired
Employ 35 simple ways artists and entrepreneurs spur inspiration

Shift the way
you think.
If you enjoy this free guide, you’ll love the Creativity Fluency Course, the first frame
in the Creative-Actualization Framework masterclass series. This premium course
has everything you need to unleash your full creative potential, and includes:
A step by step approach that will lead you to creativity mastery
Dozens of exciting exercise-based learning scenarios
Video lectures that give you the essential knowledge to succeed
Worksheets and resource guides to keep you on track

View This Premium Course

re
frame.

1. Values Elicitation and Realignment
Explores why you are not who you're supposed to be
Elicits your values hierarchy to know what is really important
Examines values alignment to uncover toward-away conflicts
Uses techniques to realign your values to best support your desires

2. Life Path Work

Creative Realization
In this next stage, creative
realization leads to finding your
life purpose. Purpose allows
you to direct and focus your
actions to achieve your desired
outcomes, with strength,
conviction, and clarity.

Learn why living life with purpose is the straightest path to power and the
fulfillment of your creative potential
Unpack your current life motives and direction to find their root causes
Breakthrough old patterns to create your own meaning in alignment with
your threshold values

3. Uncovering Your Purpose
Create a list of all life activities that matter to you and align with values
Reduce and correlate actions to a small set of passionate motives
Utilize the power of the "one thing" to aggregate passions to a
singular actional quality in your personality
Express this quality as a "motive force," in a transitive verb sentence

4. Utilizing Purpose to Create Life Aims
Find your Aim for each area of your life, informed from your Purpose
Create your goals informed from your Aims and Purpose
Discover Foibles that block or impede attainment of your Purpose
Focus daily actions that fulfill a bigger purpose

5. Focus on the Journey

Creative Realization
In this next stage, creative
realization leads to finding your
life purpose. Purpose allows
you to direct and focus your
actions to achieve your desired
outcomes, with strength,
conviction, and clarity.

Examine the five factors that contribute to happiness
Recognize how happiness happens on the way to fulfillment.
Focus your life to minimize the regrets you might have at the end
Having the courage to live a life true to yourself not the life others
expect of you.

1. Emotional Intelligence
Understand what emotions are and how they are formed and stored
See how we accumulate unresolved emotions as “baggage”
Learn to navigate emotions in the now and not store them as baggage
Realize that you aren’t your emotions, that they are energy in motion
Use positive emotions and communicate them clearly to meet needs

2. Mental/Emotional Release

Creative Awareness
Creative visualization techniques
teach you to clear the emotional
baggage that blocks clarity of
imagination and insight, allowing
you to be open and original in
your creativity and personal
growth.

Discover the unconscious mind's internal timeline of all your experiences
Learn a simple elicitation to help you discover your own timeline
Identify chain of emotional events linked together by the unconscious
Release the root cause which will cause the problem to disappear
Release major emotions in succession; anger, sadness, fear, guilt, hurt

3. Releasing Anxiety
Understanding forms of anxiety and how they are formed in the brain
Anxiety is the only emotion formed from an event in the future
From a neurological standpoint, anxiety is virtually the same emotion as
excitement
Use the timeline method to release anxiety from a specific event

4. Conquer Worry
Distinguishing between anxiety and worry as psychological states
Noticing the habit of worry and identify new strategies for change
Re-framing the unconscious impulse that worry keeps you safe
Learn anchoring techniques to instantly end worrying thoughts

5. Forgiveness

Creative Awareness
Creative visualization techniques
teach you to clear the emotional
baggage that blocks clarity of
imagination and insight, allowing
you to be open and original in
your creativity and personal
growth.

Understanding forgiveness as a process that frees the individual from
negative mental and physiological effects
Distinguishing between forgiveness and an acquittal of a wrong done
Learn and conduct the ancient Hawaiian process of Ho’oponopono

Actualization
Through Creativity?
The truth is, no one is going to hand you an extraordinary life. You
have to create it. The question is, are you creative enough?

Abraham Maslow believed creativity to be one of the higher capacities
of human beings, and thought that to nourish one’s creativeness was
simultaneously to move in the direction of one’s higher self.
The Creative-Actualizations Framework consists of 5 different phases of
learning outcomes, each very valuable as stand-alone courses, and
together they enable the full spectrum of human potential.

Get Started Now

1. Presuppositions for Positive Change
Use the thinking that successful people utilize to manifest new ideas
Recognize that our words do not describe the world we live in, but rather
create the world we live in.
This system with the most creative flexibility will control the system.
'Failures' are feedback we need to correct towards a desired outcome

2. Empowerment

Creative Manifestation
Learn a powerful set of tools to
create specific, measurable, and
achievable goals. Find out how
to maintain focus on results,
overcome obstacles, be in
control of your outcomes, and
enhance motivation at will.

See the vital importance of investing oneself with authority and control
over one’s path
Understand the law of cause and effect and how to use it
Target on results instead of reasons and loose the excuses
Learn to let go of your “story” and not be trapped by fault or blame

3. Aims & Goals
Understand the difference between ongoing “aim goals” and “end goals”
Learn to create well-formed goals with specific, measurable, and
achievable outcomes
Apply 3 critical keys to goal-getting, and effectively manage obstacles
Master trouble shooting goals, and learn how not to hate the journey

4. Maintaining Your Focus
Learn the Focusing Question and use it to always stay on course
Make things EASIER by aligning yourself with the power of your
unconscious mind
Elevate your potential by doing the leveraged thing and avoiding
distractions

5. Finding Motivation and Keeping It
Learn the steps to neurologically put the goal in your future
Use anchoring skills to go from procrastination to motivation

Creative Manifestation
Learn a powerful set of tools to
create specific, measurable, and
achievable goals. Find out how
to maintain focus on results,
overcome obstacles, be in
control of your outcomes, and
enhance motivation at will.

Acquire and utilize the 5 Principles of Success
Utilize the Swish Pattern imprint a success representation in the mind

1. Beliefs and the Mind
Distinguishing Between Fact, Opinion, Belief, and Prejudice
Psychological Memory, developing dis-identification of mind
Exchanging belief for experience and cultivating openness

2. Limiting Decisions

Creative Emergence
A fun and inspiring course,
blending creative technique and
self-awareness, that will allow
you let go of the past, feel free
and happy in the present, and
create a fulfilling future.

See that every belief is proceeded by a decision to adopt that belief
Examine how limiting decisions prevent us from being, doing, and having
what we wish
Unearth your limiting decisions by asking yourself the right questions
Conduct belief change techniques to reprogram limiting decisions

3. Re-Mapping
Escape Victim Village, by re-conceptualizing “have to’s” with “want to’s”
Bypass unconsciously waiting for permission before doing something
Build a new past by re-framing events and choices with positive intention
Create a new and empowered map of how you got here

4. Core Transformations
Identify the behaviors, feelings and responses that hold you back
Learn a series of simple step-by-step exercises that allow change in
unwanted behaviors, feelings and responses easily and rapidly
Integrate unconscious “parts” to achieve mental congruency

5. Reality Statements

Creative Emergence
A fun and inspiring course,
blending creative technique and
self-awareness, that will allow
you let go of the past, feel free
and happy in the present, and
create a fulfilling future.

Create an assessment of the results you’ve produced in the various
areas of your life
Write 5 negative ‘statements’ that are a reality for you right now.
Examine where your results are not in alignment with what you want
Formulate new reality statements, taking them from Negative to Positive

See the possibilities.

The Practical Guru Blog shows you how to actually make the changes you
desire, instead of philosophizing about them or giving you vague motivational
slogans. Visit thepracticalguru.com
Here you will find exciting new on-line content and courses with clear
actionable steps, strategies, and techniques to create personal success,
engagement, meaning, and purpose in your life.

Discover The Practical Guru

The Guru is You. We Just Work Here.

